Since Grove observed metal deposits sputtered from a glow discharge in 1852 [1] and Faraday experimented with metal wire explosion in an inert atmosphere five years later [2] , researchers have synthesized a multitude of materials from the vapor phase, sought to understand the properties of those materials, and explored their scientific and technological applications. Over time, engineers have realized that vapor phase created materials (i.e. materials created via physical vapor deposition (PVD) or chemical vapor deposition (CVD)) can meet the design requirements of countless products. In some cases a thin film meets the engineering need (e.g. an environmental barrier [3] or wear resistant [4] coating). Sometimes vapor phase processing represents the only method by which the desired material can be applied (e.g. optical gold coatings for lenses and mirrors [3] or aluminum metallization layers and copper seed layers for semiconductor interconnects [5] ). In other instances vapor phase synthesized films have properties and atomic structures not found in bulk materials (e.g. giant magnetoresistive (GMR) multilayers [6] , thermal barrier coatings (TBC) [7] , and functionally graded materials (FGM) [8] ). Finally, thick and thin films play important roles in numerous other applications as well such as tool coatings, catalysis systems, biomedical device coatings, and sensor system multilayers.
The material properties of a vapor deposited thick or thin film can be affected by each of the five steps in the vapor phase synthesis process: vapor creation, vapor transport, vapor adsorption onto the substrate, adatom diffusion across the substrate surface, and atom movement by bulk diffusion through the growing film lattice to final positions. Ideally a vapor deposition technique would possess an ability to manipulate each of these steps for optimal film synthesis. In reality, the method of precise manipulation is often poorly understood and difficult to incorporate into an actual processing tool.
This chapter describes the development of a new physical vapor deposition technology which seeks to impart material processing flexibility into the process steps listed above through a unique assembly of technology which deposits electron beam (e-beam) evaporant in a low vacuum gas flow environment. The chapter will show how understanding of the technology has been generated via experimental and modeling observations of vapor transport and deposition. Selected results from both types of investigation will be presented. Experimental study has included optical observations of vapor location during transport from source to deposition surface and deposition efficiency studies of coated substrate surfaces. Modeling observations of the vapor transport and deposition characteristics of the technology have been made using Direct Simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) and bimolecular collision theory techniques. In general, study of this material deposition method should contribute to understanding of how atoms can be intelligently manipulated during thick and thin film creation for synthesis of highly-engineered coatings. As reported in this paper, these results are already being used to guide further development of the technology and to identify applications which might benefit from the particular material processing characteristics of the technology.
Depositing Electron Beam Evaporant from a Gas Flow
The many applications listed at the outset of this article demand a myriad of performance characteristics from their coating layers. To meet these diverse needs, the various film layers must often be formed with distinctly different elemental compositions and internal atomic structures. While pure single element coatings possess the best properties for some applications, precise metal alloys or multielement ceramic systems are frequently required for others. Similarly, the coating structure often has a significant bearing upon final system performance. For a given application, the best film properties might be offered by an amorphous, quasicrystalline, or nanocrystalline material rather than a porous, single crystal, or fully dense polycrystalline layer (or multilayer stack).
Clearly today's applications require a broad range of film compositions and atomic structures for optimum performance. The ability of a particular vapor deposition process to deliver these compositions and structures is highly dependent upon whether or not the process can affect each of the five steps of vapor phase material synthesis (creation, transport, adsorption, surface diffusion, and bulk diffusion). In an attempt to create such a tool, a vapor deposition system has recently been developed at the University of Virginia which performs e-beam evaporation in a low vacuum, flowing gas stream environment. This technology seeks to harness the best features of e-beam material creation, introduce those characteristics into a medium and low vacuum (1 microbar -10 millibar) flowing gas vapor transport environment, and create high performance coatings via controlled vapor atom adsorption, surface diffusion, and bulk diffusion.
Vapor Creation Using an Electron Beam
Use of e-beams to create material vapor streams for coatings has been extensive since the 1960's in part because of the ability of e-beams to create vapor from a wide variety of materials rapidly and cleanly. High vacuum e-beam systems (e.g. operating at 10 -3 -10 -1 microbar) have demonstrated an ability to vaporize and then deposit not only easy to process pure elements like aluminum, zinc, gold, and silver but also more difficult low vapor pressure elements like molybdenum, tungsten, and carbon, and highly reactive elements such as niobium, titanium, and tantalum [15] . In addition to an ability to vaporize pure elements, e-beam systems have demonstrated a reasonable ability to create material from metal alloy and ceramic sources. E-beam systems evaporate and deposit all of these elements by cleanly bringing the heat source (electrons) directly into contact with the source material, often contained as a "skull" melt inside a water-cooled crucible ( Fig. 1.1a) . A crucible is frequently used to contain the source material because it maintains solid source material (the "skull") between the crucible wall and the molten evaporant pool, preventing vapor source contamination from the crucible. Although widely successful, e-beam evaporation of alloys and ceramics often proves to be challenging. For metal alloy systems with a vapor pressure ratio as high as 1000:1 between alloy elements, stoichiometrically correct evaporation and deposition from a single crucible source is possible [16, 17] . For alloys with elements having a greater vapor pressure ratio, lower melting point (and higher activity) material often must be wire-fed into a pool of the more refractory material [18] , or separate element evaporation from adjacent crucible sources must be employed [9, 15] . Evaporation of elemental compounds can be especially challenging in e-beam sys-tems. For compounds which are poor conductors of electricity and heat, some combination of reduced e-beam power densities (below 2x10 7 W/m 2 ) [1], specialized ebeam scan patterns [1], and partially dense source materials (e.g. 60% dense yttriastabilized zirconia for TBC applications [36] ) are usually necessary to prevent source cracking and to ensure controlled vapor stream generation. Scientists and engineers have also been challenged during the evaporation of ceramics by incomplete evaporation of material at the edge of the crucible which has necessitated the use of special e-beam scan patterns for the control of these spikes of solid ceramic protruding from the crucible edge. Furthermore, ceramic evaporation often requires the introduction of oxygen into the process chamber, to compensate for oxygen lost from the compound during the evaporation process. Even though similar vapor pressure sources, wire-feeds, adjacent crucibles, special scan patterns, and partial pressures of reactive species have allowed engineers to vaporize and deposit stoichiometrically correct layers in high vacuum, ebeam processing of such sophisticated, compositionally correct alloy and ceramic systems is often tremendously difficult. Vaporization from alloy sources with different vapor pressures can occur only after the system has reached evaporation equilibrium [9] . Deposition using wire feeds can create compositional differences across the melt pool as the wire material diffuses into the main source. Alloy processing from multiple crucibles in high vacuum creates a stoichiometrically correct deposit only in that region above the crucibles where the vapor clouds of the neighboring crucibles intersect [9] . Introduction of too much oxygen into the system during ceramic processing can lead to significant numbers of gas / vapor atom collisions which decrease vapor atom energy during transport. This decrease in energy can adversely effect the atomic structure of the growing film [11] . Clearly, like many of today's vapor phase processing technologies, standard e-beam systems have their positive features and their challenging limitations.
Vapor Transport in a Flowing Gas Stream
After atomistic vapor has been created with an e-beam, vapor transport to the substrate can occur either as a result of the vapor creation process itself (i.e. Evaporation atoms can be propelled through the process chamber by means of their thermal evaporation energy.) or as the result of external means acting upon the individual vapor atoms (i.e. Interaction with electric or magnetic fields or background gas atoms in the chamber can modify atom velocity vectors.). Indeed, the particular PVD / CVD process and conditions used to generate a vapor stream have been shown to influence how a film grows on a surface. The critical factors affecting growth are the spatial distribution, angle of incidence, kinetic energy, deposition efficiency, and form (e.g. monatomic or multiatom clusters) of vapor atoms reaching a substrate. Thornton and others were the first to begin experimentally mapping out these relationships [30, 53, 54] . More recently Zhou, Johnson, and Wadley have provided significant new insight via molecular dynamics modeling [55] .
Often, the inherent characteristics of a high vacuum e-beam vapor stream (i.e. the deposition efficiency and spatial, angular, and energy distributions) do not coincide with the necessary vapor stream characteristics for a specific application. Researchers have sought to modify vapor distributions. Raising the background processing chamber pressure above 10 -2 millibar has shown an ability to produce a more uniform vapor stream and to enhance non-line-of-site coating [19, 20] . Nichols, Rossnagel and others [21] have successfully used electrostatic collimation in sputtering systems to manipulate the ionized vapor flux angular distribution. In e-beam systems, Mattox [13] and others [24] have realized that interaction of the e-beam with the gas in the chamber can create an ionized plasma of vapor atoms and chamber gas atoms. By applying a negative electrical bias (~ 100 V) to the deposition substrate, both ionized gas and vapor atoms can be accelerated toward the substrate as part of an "ion plating" process, imparting kinetic energies of 10-10,000 eV to depositing atoms [13] . These elevated kinetic transport energies then influence the subsequent adsorption and diffusion steps of the film synthesis process. During the 1990's, material processing efforts by Eastman, Halpern, and others [25, 26] have furthered understanding of vapor transport during material processing, this time in low or medium vacuum, flowing gas environment. Eastman et al. used ebeam evaporation to create nanophase γ-Al 2 O 3 clusters with a mean grain size of 2.5 nm in a 1 millibar oxygen rich environment while Halpern et al. deposited resistively-evaporated gold by transporting vapor to a substrate in a helium gas jet at pressures around 1 millibar. More recently Halpern and others have deposited polymers and ceramics in low vacuum environments [22, 23] .
The use a flowing gas jet to transport thermally evaporated material to a substrate for efficient deposition has been reported by numerous researchers [26, 27, 28, 30] (Fig. 1.1b) . Reported results from molecular beam separators and the Jet Vapor Deposition TM process have suggested that these techniques can affect vapor transport (i.e. spatial, angular, and energy distributions), beneficially modifying deposition efficiencies, deposit compositions, and deposit forms (single atom, compound, or cluster). Although the exact influence of the flowing gas upon the vapor stream has not been clearly defined in the literature, the general concept has several appealing characteristics which, when combined with the known advantages of e-beam vaporization, appear to present an opportunity to create a new, useful, and nonobvious technique for synthesizing film layers with precise composition and atomic structure characteristics.
Directed Vapor Deposition
Based on a knowledge of the state-of-the-art in e-beam vaporization and low vacuum vapor transport, a low and medium vacuum e-beam evaporation system (1 microbar -10 millibar) has been created. This new directed vapor deposition (DVD) concept builds upon the known and theorized capabilities of e-beam vaporization and carrier gas stream vapor transport. By combining these technology solutions, it has been theorized that a new deposition method could be constructed with enhanced flexibility for manipulation of the five stages of vapor deposition -vapor creation, transport, adsorption, surface diffusion, and bulk diffusion. In a departure from conventional high vacuum (10 -3 -10 -1 microbar) e-beam vaporization methods [2, 9, 15] , DVD has been designed to function in a vacuum environment where a carrier gas stream entrains evaporants for transport and deposition ( Fig. 1.2 ) [31] . The studies in this chapter are designed to evaluate DVD's ability to improve upon the state-of-the-art. 
Experimental Study of "Directed Vapor Deposition"
To better understand all five stages of vapor deposition in DVD, several sets of experiments have been performed. Fig. 1.2 shows the general configuration of the DVD system used for the experiments described here.
1. Determine the gas stream's structure without the influence of a vapor stream.
The e-beam was propagated through an argon carrier gas flow while the crucible was empty, and this resulted in luminescence of the gas stream that facilitated visual study of the stream's structure.
2. Study the interaction of the gas and vapor streams under different process conditions. The e-beam was used to evaporate copper from a water-cooled crucible. The evaporated material was entrained in either an argon or helium gas flow for transport towards the substrate. Throughout the experiments, copper evaporation generated a green luminescence which provided a convenient means of visualizing transport. This allowed the various processing parameters to be modified and the relationship between process parameters and vapor atom trajectories to be studied. 4. Understand the impact of different e-beam heating powers upon deposition efficiency. The e-beam power sequence was varied between experiments while evaporating copper from the crucible and holding gas flow conditions constant.
Gas Flow Fundamentals
In a flowing gas system like that shown in Fig. 1 .2, the pressure ratio between the mixing chamber at pressure P o and the main process chamber at pressure P d determines the velocity flowfield of the carrier gas as it leaves the nozzle. First order estimates of the maximum velocity attainable through use of a gas flow and nozzle technology like that of DVD can be determined using one-dimensional equations for isentropic flow of a compressible fluid [32] . Once the velocity of the flowfield can be verified, a simple calculation can be performed to determine the maximum kinetic energy that can be given to a vapor atom entrained in that flow. The important governing relationships between pressure, temperature, Mach number, and gas stream velocity are given by:
(1.1) and (1. 2) where P o is the upstream pressure before the nozzle (millibar), P d is the downstream pressure at the nozzle or in the chamber (millibar), γ is the ratio of specific heats (5/3 for helium and argon), M is the flow's Mach number, U is the carrier gas stream speed (m/sec), T is the absolute temperature (K), and R s is the specific gas constant (2077 J/(kg K) for helium, 208.1 J/(kg K) for argon). Early measurement of P o and P d in the DVD system indicated that the carrier gas stream flow in the system should be reaching supersonic velocity based on equation (1.1) [29, 30, 31] . As a result, the expansion of the carrier gas out of the mixing chamber and flow tube should be generating a gas atom spatial and velocity vector distribution typical of a supersonic nozzle expansions.
In the literature, Scoles [33] indicates that the distance of the Mach disk 1 from the end of the flow tube and nozzle can be calculated with reasonable accuracy given the nozzle diameter and pressure ratio (Mach number) utilized in the system:
where x m is the Mach disk distance from the nozzle exit (m), and d is the nozzle diameter (m). The literature also indicates that the diameters of the zone of silence 2 and of the Mach disk should be ~0.75 x m and ~0.50 x m , respectively [33] . (These dimensions are not as well defined as the Mach disk location, being more sensitive functions of the specific heat ratio γ and of P o /P d [33] .) Adamson and Nicholls [34] have explained that lower Mach numbers decrease the diameter of the zone of silence and the Mach disk. Given this fundamental understanding of how the gas flow in the DVD system should behave, experiments were undertaken to confirm system performance so that estimates could be made of vapor atom kinetic energy in the system. Studies were also performed to see how introduction of a vapor flux into the carrier gas stream affected gas and vapor flow through the process chamber.
Visualizing the Carrier Gas Flow
For the first set of experiments, the e-beam gun was turned on at 1.2 -1.8 kW and passed through argon flows of 10 -20 standard liters per minutes (slm) 3 . Based on equation (1.1), pressure ratios (P o /P d ) corresponding to Mach 1.7 (1.27 cm diameter nozzle) and Mach 2.5 (0.85 cm diameter nozzle) conditions were established in the system, and the resulting flow structure was recorded [30] . For each set of conditions explored, the major flow structures of a supersonic free jet expansion (i.e. the zone of silence, the Mach disk, and the secondary "barrel" shocks [30, 34] ) were observed ( Fig. 1.3 ). While the zone of silence is just visible in the vicinity of the e-beam for the Mach 1.7 flow experiments, it is larger and more clearly visible in the Mach 2.5 flow runs as predicted in the literature. The sharp transition of the Mach disk is also dramatically evident. Estimates of the experimental separation between nozzle and 1. Mach disk -zone in which atoms that have left the nozzle abruptly slow for the first time to subsonic velocities. 2. zone of silence -initial supersonic flow region just outside the nozzle. 3. standard liter -one liter of gas at atmospheric pressure, room temperature.
Mach disk were made. They indicated a distance of 2.0 cm for the Mach 1.7 flows and 3.2 cm for the Mach 2.5 flows. These distances are within 10-15% of those predicted by equation (1.3). The carrier gas velocity in the secondary barrel shocks is expected to be supersonic, but the exact velocities are unknown. These visualization results and previously reported gas flow characteristics of DVD [29, 30] , strongly suggest that the process's carrier gas flows achieve supersonic velocities. To determine the effect of these velocities upon vapor atom kinetic energies, equations (1.1) and (1.2) can be combined with the basic physics equation for kinetic energy and the following equation to determine the maximum energy of individual vapor atoms in the flow.
(1. 4) In this equation T o is the upstream temperature (K) and T d is the downstream temperature (K). Given a Mach number of 2.5 and an upstream gas temperature of 300 K, a copper atom will reach a maximum kinetic energy of 0.7 eV in helium and just 0.07 eV in argon, assuming that the vapor atom is entrained in the main, supersonic flow. This compares with an initial, vaporization-induced energy of about 0.2 eV [30] . Thus, these first order calculations suggest that DVD can modify the initial energy of the vapor atoms through use of the carrier gas stream. However, it is not certain from these results that the vapor atoms can carry these energies to the deposition surface. 
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Visualizing the Interaction between Carrier Gas and Vapor Flows
To understand more about the relationship between carrier gas flow and vapor atom transport, photographs of carrier gas / vapor stream / substrate interaction were taken. Conditions that were varied included: carrier gas flux (slm), carrier gas Mach number (equation (1.1)), carrier gas type (argon vs. helium), and e-beam power (kW). While a selection of results will be described here, the complete results are presented elsewhere [30] .
The first vapor visualization experiments explored the effect of varying carrier gas flux upon vapor transport. While holding the carrier gas stream Mach number approximately constant, helium carrier gas stream fluxes were varied from 0.5 slm to 5.0 slm and then to 50 slm. While these gas flow conditions were transmitted through the chamber, copper was evaporated 3.5 cm downstream from the nozzle using 2.7 kW of e-beam power. Observation of the vapor stream for the 0.50 slm gas flow showed that the vapor distribution approached the cos n θ vapor distribution normally observed directly above high vacuum e-beam heated vapor sources (e.g. Fig.  1.1 a) ). As the gas flow was increased to 5.0 slm, interaction between the carrier gas flux and the vapor stream redirected the vapor in a broad swath towards the substrate (Fig. 1.4a ). At much higher gas flows (50 slm), the vapor was confined to the bottom third of the extended fast flow region ( Fig. 1.4b ).This set of conditions also revealed that under high gas flow conditions, a significant portion of the ionized vapor stream was redirected parallel to the substrate along with the carrier gas stream. In sum, these experiments revealed that for a constant Mach number, increases in chamber pressure (i.e. carrier gas flux) led to increased vapor transport along, as opposed to across, carrier gas flow lines. Under select conditions though such as those illustrated in Fig. 1.4 a) , it appears that many of the vapor atoms can be entrained in the core of the carrier gas stream.
The second process variable investigated was Mach number, at constant gas flux (slm) and constant chamber pressure (millibar). To avoid variations in carrier gas / vapor stream interaction due to changes in nozzle diameter, Mach number variations were confined to those possible with a single nozzle diameter of 1.27 cm. The crucible and copper rodstock were positioned 3.5 cm downstream of the nozzle, 2.7 kW of e-beam power were used for evaporation, and 20 slm of helium carrier gas were passed through the system. Mach numbers were varied from 1.5 to 1.9. The remarkable feature of this study was the lack of visible difference in the vapor trajectories [30] . In all cases the flow looked similar to Fig. 1.4 . It should be noted that the minimal changes in vapor trajectories observed are for Mach number changes of only 15 -20% in total magnitude. In contrast, the carrier gas flux variations of the previous set of experiments represent changes of two orders of magnitude.
The third process variable investigated was carrier gas type. Although changing the carrier gas type from helium to argon modifies the carrier gas stream shock structure little [33] , the difference in atomic mass of the two gasses and the different stream velocities generated by identical Mach numbers are likely to affect vapor atom trajectories during transport to the substrate. (Use equation (1.2) to determine the distinctly different velocities of helium and argon gas flows for identical pressure ratios.) To explore the effect of variations in the carrier gas type and vapor flux, two sets of visualization experiments were undertaken in which copper evaporation was performed using 2.1, 4.2, and 6.3 kW of beam power while flowing 25 slm of helium or 5 slm of argon into the system. The helium and argon experiments revealed a similar ability to redirect the vapor flows even though the absolute flow of gas in the two sets of experiments was dramatically different. For a given set of gas flow conditions, increasing the evaporation rate decreased vapor focus and increased the ability of the vapor stream to diffuse across or around carrier gas streamlines ( Fig. 1.5 ). This study suggests that for a given carrier gas Mach number, vapor atom composition, and carrier gas flux, heavier (but slower) argon atoms redirect vapor atoms much more quickly than do helium atoms. The implications for the overall vapor deposition process are unclear. 
Deposition Efficiency at Constant E-beam Power
Following the visualization experiments, a set of deposition efficiency experiments were performed to understand the material utilization efficiency characteristics of the technology during deposition onto flat surfaces. A similar deposition efficiency study of deposition of material onto small diameter fiber substrates has been reported elsewhere [29] . An average efficiency of deposition for each individual run was determined by weighing a 1.27 cm diameter copper evaporant source and a flat 10.1 cm by 10.1 cm glass deposition substrate before and after each deposition run. Gettered (purified) helium carrier gas flows were conducted into the processing chamber through a 1.27 cm diameter orifice-type nozzle. E-beam scanning across the evaporant surface was not employed in this set of experiments. These flat substrate deposition efficiency experiments examined five different Mach numbers (1.45, 1.65, 1.75, 1.82, and 1.95) where the nominal Mach number was determined using equation (1.1). For each Mach number, gas flow rates were selected in the range of 2.00 to 105 slm. For each run, the beam power was initially set at 60W and then increased in 60W increments every 30 seconds until a beam power of 1200W was achieved. This beam power was maintained for ten minutes before being reduced immediately to 60W for thirty seconds and then shut off. The entire cycle took 20 minutes. In these experiments, the center of the copper rod was 3.5 cm from the nozzle and 9.3 cm from the substrate. Fig. 1.7 shows the dependence of deposition efficiency upon chamber pressure for various Mach numbers. Chamber pressure (Torr)
As the chamber pressure increased, the deposition efficiency rose quickly before reaching a maximum and then decreased gradually with increasing chamber pressure. To the left of the maximum deposition efficiencies, higher Mach numbers generally yielded higher deposition efficiencies. However, to the right of the peak efficiency this trend was reversed, with lower Mach numbers generating higher deposition efficiencies. The specific data, and additional experimental details, are available elsewhere [30] .
The deposition efficiency variations with chamber pressure reported in Fig. 1 .7 can be partially reconciled by comparing them with the earlier flow visualizations which showed that when the carrier gas flux or Mach number is low, a significant portion of the vapor diffuses completely across the main carrier gas flow and is never directed toward the substrate. Indeed, for a Mach number / carrier gas flux combination close to zero, the vapor distribution must return to the cos n θ distribution observed in high vacuum e-beam systems ( Fig. 1.1 a) ). In such a case, a small fraction of the flux would reach a substrate positioned as in these experiments ( Fig. 1.2) .
As the carrier gas flux increases, the vapor diffuses into the center of the carrier gas jet, is transported to the substrate, contacts the substrate, and forms a deposit near the impact point of the jet on the substrate. However, once the carrier gas flux increases beyond a certain point, the vapor is confined to the bottom edge of the carrier gas jet (Fig. 1.4) , is slowed by the wall shock directly in front of the substrate, and is then deflected into the wall jet parallel to the substrate. Once in the wall jet some vapor atoms will diffuse towards the substrate surface and deposit, but a significant portion is also retained in the flow and transported out of the chamber, resulting in a decrease in average deposition efficiency as measured here.
The Mach number variation visualizations do not provide significant insight into the Mach number dependence of deposition efficiency as recorded in Fig. 1.7 . Perhaps variation of the exact size and location of the secondary shock structure as recorded in Fig. 1.3 influences the probability that an entrained vapor atom reaches the substrate.
From the results of this section, it certainly appears that variations in carrier gas conditions can generate wide differences in vapor deposition characteristics, in this case deposition efficiency and thus deposition rate. The implications of these results for vapor deposition quality and flexibility are unclear.
Deposition Efficiency Under Constant Gas Flow Conditions
To shed additional light upon DVD vapor transport, experiments were undertaken at a fixed Mach number (M = 1.75) but with different levels of scanned e-beam power (2.4, 3.6, 3.9, and 5.4 kW) to examine the effect of evaporation rate variation upon deposition efficiency. This set of experiments sought to determine if the peak in deposition efficiency shifted to higher chamber pressures as the e-beam power and therefore evaporation rate increased.
For these experiments, scanned beam power was raised in 300 W increments every 20 seconds until the desired setpoint was reached. That setpoint power level was then maintained for the duration of each 20 minute experiment. The results of the beam power experimental runs are recorded in Fig. 1.8 .
Prior to conducting these experiments, the e-beam gun was raised to accommodate a set of e-beam scanning coils at the bottom of the gun. This system modification increased the separation between the gun and crucible from 2.50 cm to 8.80 cm. The increased beam propagation distance in the chamber relative to the original flat substrate deposition study resulted in greater e-beam energy losses in the chamber gas. Because of the introduction of beam scanning and a different gun to source distance, the results generated in this section come from a distinctly different experimental configuration than that explored in the previous section. While the trends observed in this section and the last should apply to both system configurations, the exact deposition efficiency results can be compared only if the effect of system reconfiguration is considered. Three distinct trends can be observed in the data of Fig. 1.8 . First, as the beam power increases, the peak of the deposition efficiency curve moves to higher pressures. Second, as the beam power increases, the maximum deposition efficiency of the peak decreases. Third, as the beam power increases, the deposition efficiency curve broadens, forming a less distinct peak.
The first trend can be explained quite readily in light of the visualizations of Fig. 1 .5. Higher beam powers clearly allow the vapor stream to diffuse through and around the primary (fast flow) portion of the gas flow for a given set of carrier gas flow conditions. Thus at low flows and high beam powers, the vast majority of the vapor stream passes through the gas jet and over the top of the flat substrate. Only as the gas flow is increased does this higher density vapor flux get redirected towards the substrate by the carrier gas flow. The second and third trends appear to result from the competition between the positive redirection of the higher density carrier gas flow and the negative redirection of the higher density wall jet. Once there is enough carrier gas momentum to redirect the high density vapor flux towards the substrate, there is also enough carrier gas present to direct the vapor into the wall jet before it has a chance to contact the substrate. Therefore even at peak efficiency, the deposition efficiencies of all high power deposition runs are lower than their low power / lower gas flow counterparts because of the influence of the wall jet.
Model-based Study of "Directed Vapor Deposition"
The carrier gas stream / vapor interactions and the deposition efficiencies of directed vapor deposition have been shown to be sensitive functions of the flow conditions in the system. Entrainment of e-beam vaporized atoms in a carrier gas stream clearly can modify the inherent velocity vectors of electron beam evaporant. To explore the origins and significance of these effects in more depth, a detailed model for vapor transport in the low vacuum gas stream environment of DVD has been developed.
Researchers have three possible tools for the investigation of phenomena associated with vapor transport: solution of the Navier-Stokes equations, solution of the Boltzmann equation, or direct physical simulation of the gas flow. As explained in [30] , direct physical simulation of the gas flow has been selected as the preferred method of analysis in DVD. To track individual vapor atoms one at a time through the DVD process chamber, Direct Simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) and bimolecular collision theory (BCT) methods are employed here. Initially, the DSMC method of G. A. Bird [39] was used to calculate the velocity, pressure, and temperature data for the carrier gas flow at specified grid points throughout the modeled region. Once this carrier gas flow data was determined, it was used as the input to a BCT based model that sequentially calculated the mean free path and velocity vector of an individual vapor atom flowing one at a time through the carrier gas flow (Fig. 1.9 ). Vapor atom tracking was performed separately from carrier gas modeling due to limitations of the particular DSMC code employed. In principle, the entire simulation could be performed within a fully developed DSMC code. Ideally an entire flux of vapor atoms would be tracked simultaneously, leaving the crucible and interacting with the carrier gas. However, the models employed here did not allow such a concurrent simulation to be performed. By confining simulations to one vapor atom at a time, it was not possible to investigate evaporation rate phenomena like those shown in Fig. 1.8 . Vapor transport modeling in a low vacuum environment can be performed by discrete atom techniques such as Direct Simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) and bimolecular collision theory (BCT).
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Inputs Nonetheless, the modeling results reported in this chapter yield additional qualitative and quantitative insight into the effect of the carrier gas stream upon individual vapor atom direction and kinetic energy. This study provides new insight into the utility of low or medium vacuum carrier gas stream material processing. When combined with emerging microstructure models [40 -44] , these results have the ability to enhance understanding of relationships between the five steps of vapor deposition and final film structure. The study could also suggest ways to enhance technology performance in future low and medium vacuum vapor deposition systems.
Model Description
DSMC modeling of the carrier gas flow required generation of a grid of points at which the flow's pressure (P c ), velocity (U c ), and temperature (T c ) were recorded. The length and radial dimensions of the gridded region were based upon the DVD processing space employed for the experimental studies, but, to simplify the modeling process, geometric asymmetries such as the crucible were removed from the modeling configuration. This allowed a two-dimensional axisymmetric flow volume to be modeled using a rectangular mesh with a line of symmetry about the flow's central (z) axis (Fig. 1.9 ). For all simulations, the spacing between adjacent gridpoints followed Bird's stipulation that cell dimensions, in flow regions with large macroscopic gradients, should be approximately one-third the local mean free path, and time steps over which molecular motion and collisions are uncoupled conformed to Bird's suggestion that they be much less than the local mean collision time [39] . A greater density of gridpoints was placed along the main carrier gas flow line to capture the significant changes in pressure, velocity, and temperature when the flow accelerated out of the nozzle before slowing as it "sensed" the substrate's presence and changed direction parallel to the substrate surface (e.g. Fig. 1.4) .
All simulations employed a nozzle radius of approximately 6.35 mm. Fluid dynamics research has shown that for transonic (M = 1) or supersonic flow (M > 1), the velocity, pressure, and temperature conditions at the exit of a nozzle (i.e. the smallest cross-section through which carrier gas flows) always correspond to "choked" or Mach 1.0 conditions. As a result, one-dimensional isentropic 1 flow calculations of a compressible 2 fluid [32, 45] can be used to estimate the initial carrier gas pressure, velocity, and temperature conditions at the nozzle opening [30] . The 1. isentropic -entropy changes to not occur in the flow. 2. compressible -density variations within the flow are nonnegligible.
validity of employing isentropic theory to establish initial conditions at the nozzle has been well established [46] . Once the DSMC code had established the carrier gas flowfield, a BCT-based code specially developed for this work was used to simulate vapor atom collisions with individual carrier gas atoms at intervals determined from mean free path calculations [30] . Once an individual vapor atom was released from the surface of the crucible (Fig. 1.9) , it traveled along its constant velocity vector until colliding with a carrier gas atom. Each collision event was treated as an elastic, momentum transferring event which changed the velocity vector of the vapor atom. Each vapor atom experienced multiple collision events until it left the modeled volume or deposited on the substrate surface. If it deposited on the substrate surface, its final position and depositing velocity vector were recorded [30] .
Simulation of DVD Conditions
DVD modeling runs were undertaken at three different Mach numbers (1.45, 1.75, and 1.95) and eight different chamber pressures (1.333, 4.000, 6.665, 13.33, 26.66, 53.32, 93.31, and 186.6 Pa) to generate detailed insight into the vapor deposition characteristics of the technology. For these computations a helium flowfield was simulated first using Bird's DSMC code. Then individual copper vapor atoms were introduced into the flow one at a time and followed from the vapor source to the substrate or to the edge of the modeled flowfield volume using the BCT code. The center of the vapor source was located at x = 0.0 cm, y = -0.635 cm, and z = 3.5 cm given an origin at the center of the nozzle throat and a total modeled region length of 10 cm, radius 5 cm. (See Fig. 1.9 for x, y, and z orientation.) For atoms contacting the substrate, a sticking coefficient of one was assumed, and the atom's velocity vector and position at the time of impact were recorded.
As a first investigation of the DVD model, a set of illustrative figures was created in which ten atomic trajectories from crucible source to substrate were superimposed upon the helium carrier gas flowfield Mach number (e.g., Fig. 1.10) . The figures represent a two dimensional vertical slice through the cylindrical modeled volume, and, although the vapor emitting surface is shown in these figures, it was not included as a geometric entity in the actual simulations.
First examination of the results shows that the model predicts similar vapor redirection trends to those observed experimentally (Fig. 1.4) . At low chamber pressures and gas flows the simulated vapor atoms received only minimal direction toward the substrate. This appears to have resulted from the minimal redirection imparted by the rarefied carrier gas flow. At higher chamber pressures (Fig. 1.10) , the vapor stream redirection towards the substrate is predicted to be much more pro-nounced, until the vapor reaches the vicinity of the substrate. Once the vapor atoms approach the substrate they begin to wander and travel parallel to the substrate, under the influence of the wall jet.
The model strongly suggests that the difference in vapor atom behavior in the three visualized simulations is the result of differences in vapor atom mean free path and in persistence of the fast flow region of the carrier gas stream. At the lowest chamber pressure (13 microbar) and a nominal Mach number of 1.75, the calculated copper mean free path was 450 -650 µm. For the intermediate pressure and high pressure Mach 1.75 conditions visualized (130 microbar and 1.9 millibar respectively), the calculated mean free paths of the vapor atoms were 30-60 µm and 2-4 µm. Remembering that the separation between vapor source and substrate is 6.5 cm, a first order calculation suggests that vapor atoms in the lowest pressure simulation undergo 100-200 collisions with background gas atoms prior to reaching the substrate or leaving the modeled volume. At the highest simulated pressure, a similar calculation suggests that vapor atoms undergo as many as 20,000 collisions with background gas atoms prior to reaching the deposition surface or model boundary. The variation in vapor atom redirection towards the substrate also appears to have been caused by the distinctly different persistence of the fast-flow region of the carrier gas stream. In the low chamber pressure simulation, the model showed that the fast flow region dissipated after traversing only about half the distance from nozzle to substrate. In the higher chamber pressure simulations, the persistence of the fast flow region increased so that at the highest simulation pressure, the fast flow region reached nearly all the way to the substrate and was subsequently redirected into a moderate velocity wall jet (e.g. Fig. 1.4 ). Although Fig. 1.3 hints at such differences in the persistence of the fast flow region, the model has provided far more information about the specific velocity of the carrier gas stream.
While the theoretically predicted vapor redirection trend is similar to experimental observations, the simulations show the vapor atoms being redirected toward the substrate at lower chamber pressures than what was observed experimentally. Study of the experimental system's behavior and the model's predictions [30] indicates that this difference most likely results from the model's simulation of one vapor atom at a time rather than a flux of atoms.
Additional insight into DVD was gained by plotting the average kinetic energy for twenty vapor atoms as a function of z distance from the nozzle (Fig. 1.11) . The results shown are for the three Mach 1.75 vapor transport simulations just described. To generate the results, the energy of the atoms was sampled at 1 mm intervals during transport from source to substrate. In the case of the 13 microbar simulation, an initial rapid energy loss led to low energy vapor transport all the way to the substrate at approximately thermal levels (E thermal = 0.05 eV given T He = 275 K). This rapid drop-off reflects the fact that, in the low chamber pressure conditions, the carrier gas fast flow region dissipates at about the point where the carrier gas stream reaches the crucible. For the remainder of the distance to the substrate, the flow moves towards the substrate at low velocities.
For the intermediate chamber pressure visualization (130 microbar), collisions with vapor atoms dissipated the initial vapor atom kinetic energy perpendicular to the carrier gas flow. Continued collisions with the more persistent fast flow region of the carrier jet (Fig. 1.10 ) then led to energy gain directed toward the substrate. The effect of the wall jet upon vapor atom energy was observed as a temporary kinetic energy increase just in front of the substrate as the vapor atoms were accelerated parallel to the flat deposition surface (e.g. Fig. 1.4 ). Finally gas/vapor collisions in the boundary layer directly in front of the substrate led to low energy deposition only slightly above background gas thermal levels and well below the deposition energies of high vacuum e-beam systems (approximately 0.2 eV).
For the highest chamber pressure simulation (1.9 millibar), the longer, denser fast flow region at this pressure level was able to double the initial vapor atom energy. However, as the velocity of the carrier gas decreased, the velocity and energy of the vapor atoms dropped as well. A slight, temporary rise in vapor atom energy in the vicinity of one of the secondary shock structures was observed. Then, very close to the substrate a substantial increase in vapor atom energy occurred (>0.2 eV) as the vapor atoms were turned and accelerated into the wall jet. However, once the vapor atoms diffused through this jet and into the boundary region directly in front of the substrate, the vapor atom energies rapidly dropped back toward local thermal levels as the result of multiple collisions with the "dense" low velocity carrier gas. 
Application of DVD to the Creation of Thermal Barrier Coatings
Based upon the studies presented here, application-specific DVD research has been guided towards formation of the top coat layers in thermal barrier coatings (TBCs). TBC systems are composed of a multilayer coating structure that includes a porous columnar ceramic top coat (Fig. 1.12) . Thornton, Zhou, Wadley, and others have demonstrated that porous, columnar atomic structures occur during low energy deposition [53] [54] [55] . Initial work with DVD confirms that the method creates porous, columnar top coats for TBCs with properties equal to or better than those produced by other methods [58, 59] .
High-quality TBC deposition has employed e-beam powers in the range of 1.2 -2.1 kW, conditions shown in Fig. 1 .5 and 1.8 to generate a vapor stream focused at the substrate for efficient deposition. DVD TBC deposition has also efficiently created top coat layers with high quality properties using chamber pressures of about 150 microbar and Mach numbers of about 2.1, conditions similar to those identified in Fig. 1.7 as some of the most favorable for efficient material deposition. TBC work to date with DVD has also demonstrated some of the method's additional capabilities. For instance, TBCs have been created by using the carrier gas stream to mix vapor from adjacent crucibles, to react that vapor with oxygen in the carrier gas stream, and then to deposit the product onto the substrate [58] . This ability to perform efficient, possibly reactive vapor deposition from multiple crucibles can be valuable in numerous applications requiring careful control of atomic composition.
Enhancing "Directed Vapor Deposition"
The application of directed vapor deposition to the creation of thermal barrier coatings demonstrates the ability of this new technology to synthesize useful materials. Still, at the outset of DVD development, one of the goals was to create a processing technology with maximum flexibility for the creation of a wide range of atomic structures and compositions. The initial DVD results presented above suggest an important but limited range of atomic structure and composition control. Nonetheless, the need for process flexibility during vapor deposition continues to exist, and thus the question arises: can initial experimental and model-based understanding of DVD be used to develop a more flexible second generation of the technology?
Changing the geometry of the system
Examination of DVD results suggests that an important limitation upon flexibility results from a system configuration which uses the gas jet to turn the vapor stream 90° after it leaves the crucible source. Turning the vapor stream limits the ability of the system to operate at low gas flow rates or high evaporation rates. Under low gas flow or high evaporation rate conditions, vapor travels up towards the e-beam gun and over the top of the substrate (e.g. Fig. 1.5b) . If the carrier gas flux is increased to provide enhanced vapor redirection to the substrate, deposition efficiency decreases as the magnitude of the wall jet grows, and clustering of vapor atoms appears to occur [30] . Because so many carrier gas atoms are needed to turn the vapor towards the substrate, the energy and direction of the vapor atoms is determined by carrier gas atoms in their immediate vicinity. Thus, for conditions at which significant numbers of atoms are directed to the substrate, the heavier vapor atoms cannot use their inertia to "punch through" the surrounding carrier gas near the substrate and reach the substrate for high efficiency and possibly high energy deposition. Based upon these observations of DVD system behavior, Fig. 1.13 shows a suggested system reconfiguration which could expand the range of usability for DVD technology at reduced gas flows and elevated evaporation rates. Using the DSMC + BCT models described in section 1.4, it is possible to study the behavior of this proposed reconfiguration prior to construction of the actual tool. While the DSMC + BCT modeling environment cannot investigate evaporation rate effects in a new system, it can verify that this new configuration enhances atomic deposition efficiency and energy.
In the reconfigured DVD system envisioned in Fig. 1.13 , the diameter of the carrier gas nozzle has been enlarged to accommodate the source material, crucible, and gas flow within the throat of the nozzle while also allowing the scanned e-beam to reach each of the separate crucible sources. This larger diameter nozzle should have an advantageous effect upon the gas flow characteristics of the system. As the nozzle diameter increases, the length of the supersonic flow region is known to increase, bringing high velocity carrier gas and vapor atoms closer to the substrate and decreasing the distance that energetic vapor atoms must travel through low velocity carrier gas before depositing onto the substrate. To examine the vapor deposition characteristics of this system reconfiguration, a calculation was run in which the chamber pressure was defined to be 13 microbar, and the upstream pressure at the model boundary inside the mixing chamber was defined as 160 microbar. For this simulation the nozzle diameter was 2.20 cm and the copper evaporation surface of the crucible was positioned 0.75 cm down inside the nozzle lip. The crucible was configured to allow evaporation from four neighboring source pools each 3.175 mm in diameter (Fig. 1.13) , an arrangement designed to facilitate mixing of adjacent vapor streams containing materials with significantly different vapor pressures (e.g. yttria-stabilized ceria). For this simulation, evaporation occurred from an individual source pool centered at x = 0.0 cm, y = 0.47625 cm.
Study of this simulation ( Fig. 1.14) indicates that the primary advantage of the reconfiguration is a significant increase in deposition efficiency over that of the original DVD system configuration and over that of a conventional e-beam system. The model predicts a deposition efficiency of 83.6% for the simulated conditions. For the same geometrical system configuration but with no carrier gas flow (i.e. high vacuum e-beam evaporation of material), the model predicts a deposition efficiency of 66.5%. Clearly the carrier gas flow performs its intended role, focusing vapor onto the substrate.
Interestingly, the simulation results also indicate that the energy of vapor atom deposition in this reconfigured system is still below initial thermal levels (0.2 eV). The model suggests that the average deposition energy will be about 0.06 eV even though the fast flow region of the carrier gas jet expansion is larger than in the original DVD system. Apparently the mean free path of vapor atoms at this chamber pressure, about 450 -650 µm, is still short enough to slow the vapor atoms to local, background gas thermal levels. To increase the energy of atoms arriving at the substrate, either the gas pumping characteristics of the technology need to be enhanced or another means of enhancing vapor atom energy needs to be introduced. Following careful consideration of the different available possibilities for enhancing vapor atom energy, it was decided that enhanced atomic structure control could probably be introduced into the system through plasma activation of the DVD gas and vapor stream ( Fig. 1.15) .
Although DSMC models can be used to model plasma systems, the particular code employed in this study was not equipped for such investigations. Thus, the decision to introduce a plasma unit into the DVD system was based upon careful consultation with experienced researchers at the Fraunhofer Institute for Electron Beam and Plasm Technology (FEP in Dresden, Germany). Previous and ongoing work at FEP strongly suggested that plasma activation in different vapor deposition system afforded opportunities to manipulate the atomic structure of growing films [60] .
Initial Results from a Second Generation of "Directed Vapor Deposition"
Construction of the second generation DVD system was recently completed and preliminary experiments have been performed to verify the operation of the new technology. Fig. 1.16a shows the ability of the new system to generate a tightly focused carrier gas and vapor stream while Fig. 1.16b illustrates introduction of hollow cathode plasma activation into the system. Although these pictures clearly show the basic material transport characteristics of the new system configuration, they provide no insight into the atomic structure and composition synthesis capabilities of the second generation DVD system.
To perform an initial evaluation of the material synthesis capability of the new DVD system, two experiments were performed. In both experiments a 1.27 cm Figure 1 .14 DSMC + BCT simulation of vapor transport in the reconfigured DVD system reveals significantly enhanced vapor deposition efficiency.
diameter rod of zirconium was placed in a single rod crucible inside the nozzle of the new system. In both experiments 4.0 slm of argon and 0.150 slm of oxygen were passed through the nozzle to focus and react with the zirconium evaporated from the crucible using 1.75 kW of e-beam power. These process conditions generated a process chamber pressure of approximately 140 microbar and an upstream, mixing chamber pressure of 1.0 millibar. These conditions correspond to a nominal Mach number of 1.9. For the first experiment, no plasma activation was employed at any point during the fifteen minute long deposition run. Plasma activation of the carrier gas and vapor stream was performed during a second 15 minute deposition run. This second deposition experiment introduced slightly more argon into the system (1.03 slm) to maintain the plasma generated by 40 A of hollow cathode current. Following the two deposition runs, x-ray analysis of both samples was performed to study the crystallography of the samples. The results are displayed in Fig.  1 .17. Without plasma activation or substrate heating, the second generation DVD Figure 1 . 15 The configuration of the second generation DVD system, including a hollow cathode plasma activation system. system (DVD II) produced an amorphous zirconia deposit. In contrast plasma activation and no substrate heating generated a crystalline, textured deposit. The crystallinity and texture of a heated zirconia sample processed in the original DVD system (DVD I) is shown for comparison. Although no substrate heating was applied to the plasma activated sample, it is estimated that the substrate temperature reached several hundred degrees Celsius during the deposition run. Although additional study needs to be performed to confirm the cause of the amorphous to crystalline transition, it seems likely that the presence of the plasma in the system enhances the energy of the depositing vapor atoms, allowing them to diffuse across the deposition surface more readily into lower energy crystalline sites.
Conclusions
The experimental and modeling work described in this chapter and elsewhere has begun to provide insight into the opportunities for electron beam-based material processing in low and medium vacuum. DVD work to date has demonstrated that material processing in a medium and low vacuum environment offers opportunities to affect each step of the vapor deposition process. By passing a carrier gas stream over the surface of an electron beam generated melt pool, the inherent vapor creation characteristics of the electron beam system can be modified. DSMC + BCT modeling has shown that during DVD vapor transport, the energy of the vapor atoms in the system is significantly affected as the result of carrier gas / vapor atom collisions.
Experimental and modeling results demonstrate the ability of DVD to affect the location of adatom absorption onto the deposition substrate. Through use of a plasma activation unit, it appears that DVD can influence vapor atom diffusion on the deposition surface. Finally, addition of substrate heating ( Fig. 1.17 ) also allows bulk diffusion of atoms to create textured crystalline deposits from DVD's low energy deposits. Although more work must still be done, DVD work to date has begun to demonstrate the flexible material processing characteristics originally envisioned when this new vapor deposition technology was first develop during the early 1990's. Some of the most recent results illustrate the ability of the tool to act like a high-technology spray painter, a painter that may soon demonstrate the capability of laying down multielement, multilayer, multistructured films onto substrates of many sizes and shapes. Further development of the system's ability to control atomic structure and composition could lead to the development of a tremendously flexible and valuable coating tool. While the cost of this technology may prevent its use in certain high volume, low margin coating applications, its ability to fabricate sophisticated coatings may lead to its introduction as the preferred method of material creation in other market segments.
